Introduction
Microwave radar is one of the most useful techniques for measuring ground terrain or sea surface, even in optically unclarity situations such as adverse weather or darkness. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is the most well-known microwave imaging method that has been applied to earth observation for environmental monitoring or for maritime security with regard to the identification of ships or aircrafts, because it can provide high-resolution and complex-valued images. However, it is still difficult for an inexperienced operator to recognize targets within SAR imagery compared with optical images, because SAR images are generated by radio signals with wavelengths of the order of centimeters.
To address this issue, various types of automatic target recognition (ATR) approaches have been developed in recent years, which include machine learning methods such as neural networks [1] or support vector machine (SVM) [2] . In particular, there have been many reports stating that neural-network-based classification retains a certain level of accuracy in target recognition with SAR imagery. However, such approaches result in seriously degraded classification accuracy when the available SAR images are highly contaminated by random noise. To overcome this difficulty, we have previously proposed the ATR method based on a supervised self-organizing map (SOM) method, where the unified distance matrix (U-matrix) metric is employed in the classification stage [3] . This method has been demonstrated to enhance the ATR performance remarkably compared with that obtained by major neural network or SVM-based approaches because it assesses not only differences in output from training and test inputs, but also the potential barrier generated by the U-matrix metric. It should be noted that this method only deals with single polarimetric SAR data. As suggested in various studies, full polarimetric SAR data have great potential for improving ATR performance [4] . There are many studies on full polarimetric SAR analysis that focus on structure recognition such as the ground surface, paddy fields, forests, or artificial buildings [5] . These studies have also indicated that the recognition accuracy significantly depends on the feature extraction method, especially regarding to the performance of target area extraction. As one of the most effective target area extraction methods, the polarimetric whitening filter (PWF) method has been developed to eliminate a speckle noise from SAR images [6] . While this method suppresses highly correlated speckle noise among different polarimetric SAR images, it has been reported that this method was not oriented to suppress a receiver white noise (not correlated noise), and suffered from an inaccuracy due to suppressing correlated target components. To overcome the above problem, this paper first proposes a novel method for target area extraction, which synthesizes full polarimetric SAR images weighted by peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to consider the SNR imbalance among each SAR image.
As to classification issue, this paper also extends the conventional SOM based ATR method [3] to be suitable for full polarimetric data, where the dimension of input vector is simply trebled. Furthermore, the conventional method suffers from inaccuracy for classification, where an unknown input image has different azimuth angle from the training image, namely, in target rotating situation. There is the extended method to deal with this problem, where multi training data with different azimuth angle are preliminary learned in SOM [7] . However, it requires more training data and larger SOM neurons. To overcome this difficulty, this paper also introduces the rotation angle compensation method Copyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers and employs the circular polarization basis conversion. The literature [8] reports that the power ratio of circular polarization component is invariant for target rotation regardless of target structure, and it is suitable for dealing with the above problem.
The experimental data, obtained in assuming the 1/100-scale model of an X-band SAR, demonstrate that the proposed method significantly improves the target area extraction performance, even in lower PSNR situation and also enhances classification accuracy by using circular polarization basis, where the target aircraft has a different azimuth angle. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the observation model. It assumes a mono-static radar, where a set of transmitting and receiving antennas is scanned along the straight line as y = y 0 , z = z 0 . The target is located on the plane at z = 0, the off-nadir angle is ψ. The target rotates along the z axis, and its rotation angle (called azimuth angle) is denoted by φ. The two linear polarizations are assumed as the vertical (denoted by V) and horizontal (denoted by H) directions in the transmitting and receiving antennas. Then, the full combination of polarimetric data as VV, VH, HV, and HH are obtained (e.g., VH denotes vertical polarization in transmitting and horizontal polarization in receiving). Here, it assumes the reciprocity as HV = VH. The polarimetric SAR complex image, focused on the z = 0 plane, is defined as S i j (x, y), where the subscripts i and j denote H or V.
System Model

Conventional Method
We have already proposed the efficient ATR method based on the supervised SOM and the U-matrix metric [3] . This section briefly describes the methodology of this method, because it is basis of our proposed method. First, in the learning process, the SOM is generated with reliable SAR images as training data, where the reliable SAR image denotes an image with a sufficiently high SNR. The SOM map consists of M x × M y nodes (neurons). To remove the speckle or random noise, the SAR images are binarized as;
where the threshold I th is defined by Otsu's discriminant analysis [9] . The SAR image vector is set as
where N x , N y are the total numbers of pixels for the x and y axes. The training SAR images are defined as
The location of each node is denoted by p, and the node has an output image defined as y( p; t), where t is the number of training trials. An initial output y( p; 0) for each node is defined using a linear mixture of the training images. Next, for the k-th training data x tr k , the location of the winner nodep k (t) is determined aŝ
Here, P denotes an entire set of nodes on SOM. After calculatingp k (t) for all the training data, the output of each node is updated by:
where h(p k (t), p) is the neighboring function as
Here, t is training trials (t = 1, 2, · · · , T som ), T som denotes the total number of training trials, β(t) and σ(t) are monotonically decreasing functions for t. The batch learning (BL) approach [10] is introduced so that the obtained SOM should be robust against the order of the training data sequence. Furthermore, to assess the entire region of the SOM under a fair standard, the periodical structure of SOM is considered as in [11] ; these are classified as torus-type SOMs. Finally, the U-matrix potential field is generated by the final SOM [12] . In the classification process, this method employs topological U-matrix features of SOM, namely, for unknown image x, the following metric is assessed,
U( p)dp,
where p denotes the position of the U-matrix field and C(x tr k , x) denotes all possible paths fromp k (T som ) top(x) for Manhattan distance, wherep(x) denotes the winner node for x. Here, the path integral of Eq. (6) is calculated by Astar algorithm to reduce the calculation amount [7] . U( p) is the U-matrix value on p,p k (T som ) expresses each winner node for the k-th training data andp(x) is the winner node of the unknown input, which is determined in the same way as learning process. The unknown image x is classified into the k th training image x tr k when the R som k becomes minimum in all training images.
It has been reported that this method significantly enhanced the recognition accuracy compared with obtained by the neural network approach, by exploiting the feature of U-matrix field [3] . However, this method suffers from the degradation of recognition performance, where an unknown target image has a different azimuth angle of the training data. While the extension of this method has been proposed by increasing the training data with different azimuth angles, it needs more training process or data and requires sufficiently large SOM neurons [7] .
Proposed Method
To overcome the problem mentioned in Sect. 3, this paper proposes a novel method by exploiting full polarimetric data, to achieve more accurate and robust ATR performance. First, the target area extraction is proposed to suppress the additive noise in SAR image by considering SNR imbalance among HH, VV and HV components. Next, to deal with the angular varied situations, the proposed method introduces the rotation angle compensation method and employs the circular polarization basis conversion when the training data with one azimuth angle is only input to the SOM.
Target Area Extraction Method
As one of the most useful methods for dealing with full polarimetric data in the ATR issue, the PWF has been proposed [6] . This method enhances target area extraction accuracy by adopting the decorrelating conversion among different polarimetric SAR images, which contributes to suppressing speckle noise in SAR images. However, this method suffers from inaccuracies in target area extraction because it also suppresses the correlated target signals among different polarization, and does not consider the SNR imbalance for target area extraction.
To address this problem, this paper synthesizes each polarimetric SAR image weighted by the PSNR as;
where * denotes a spatial averaging, andσ i j (i, j = H, V) expresses the normalized PSNR defined aŝ
Here, each σ i j denotes PSNR as;
where Ω denotes the entire area of the image, Ω N denotes the focused area by signals including only receiver noises. Then, the target area denoted as Ω tar is determined as;
where P th denotes the threshold, preliminarily determined.
Azimuth Angle Compensation
This subsection explains the extension of the conventional ATR method [3] to full polarimetric SAR images to enhance the robustness against the target azimuth rotation. First, as a preprocessing, this paper introduces the azimuth angle compensation method. The azimuth direction φ of unknown image is estimated aŝ
where P bi (x, y) is the binarized image of feature value P full (x, y) defined as;
where the thresholdP th is automatically determined by Otsu's discriminant analysis [9] . P 
Feature Value Extension for Full Polarimetric Data
Next, the feature value of training and unknown images is extended to full polarimetric data. Although the full polarimetric data, in general, is observed from the linear polarization (LP) basis, it has been reported that the power ratio of the LP components varies due to the target rotation [8] . This variations become critical for ATR performance in the method [3] , because it compares spatial distribution of the power for each polarization SAR image as in Eq. (3). On the contrary, it has been found that the power ratio of circular polarization (CP) component is invariant for target rotation in [13] . Thus, this paper introduces the CP basis to maintain the ATR performance for target rotation. The scattering matrix of the LP basis is transformed to that of CP basis as;
where the subscripts L and R denote the left-handed and right-handed circular polarizations, respectively. Then, the proposed method introduces the feature values Z CP for training and unknown data as Ω is the entire area of the SAR image. Here, the SAR image vector z i j (i = L or R, j = L or R) is determined as;
where N x and N y denote the total number of pixels along the x and y axes. Here,P i j (x, y) is defined as;
( O t h e r w i s e ) .
Ω tar is determined as in Eq. (10). Finally, the actual procedure of the proposed method is summarized as follows.
Step 1) P full (x, y) is calculated in Eq. (7) and the target area Ω tar is extracted as in Eq. (10).
Step 2)
Using binalized feature of P full (x, y), the azimuth rotating angle φ is estimated in Eq. (11) asφ.
Step 3)
S CP is generated from the observed LP basis SAR images as in Eq. (13) in the area of Ω tar ,P i j (x, y) is determined in Eq. (16).
Step 4)
P i j (x, y) is rotated along the target center point with the estimated azimuth angle asφ.
Feature value Z CP is generated in Eq. (14), and the SOM is trained with Z CP , where only the training data with φ = 0 are used.
Step 5)
For unknown input, the process from Step 1) to Step 4) is carried out, and Z CP for unknown input is classified with the learned SOM using U-matrix metric. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed method.
Performance Evaluation with Experimental Data
This section describes the two types of performance evaluation for the proposed method in terms of the target area extraction and the ATR performance through experimental data. This experiment assumes about the 1/100-scale model of a typical X-band SAR system, except for the center frequency. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup. Here, the off-nadir angle ψ is 65
• , the height of the antenna is 1.14 m, frequency is swept from 26 GHz to 40 GHz, and synthetic aperture length is 1.6 m. The azimuth direction of targets is defined as φ in Fig. 1 . The theoretical range and azimuth resolutions are 1.18 cm and 1.25 cm, respectively. The five types of civilian aircraft, as B747, B787, B777, DC10, and A320, are assumed for the target classification issue. Figure 4 shows the optical images of the five types of civilian aircraft.
Evaluation of Target Area Extraction
This subsection investigates the accuracy of target area extraction by the proposed method. Here, area in which the target exists is extracted by binarizing the SAR image, where the binalization threshold is determined by Otsu's discriminant analysis method [9] . For simulating the receiver Relationship between PSNR and detection probability P D at φ = 0 • for each false alarm rate P FA .
Fig. 6
Relationship between PSNR and detection probability P D at φ = 15 • for each false alarm rate P FA .
noise, white Gaussian noise is added numerically to the received signal. Figures 5 and 6 show PSNR versus the detection probability P D for each the false-alarm rate P FA , where the azimuth angle of the target φ is 0
• and 15
• , respectively. P D is averaged with five aircraft cases for each P FA . Figure 5 indicates that the detection probability P D of the HV polarization image decreases significantly at low PSNR because the PSNR of HV polarization becomes the lowest in all polarization images in all P FA cases. For reference, Table 1 shows the PSNR (defined in Eq. (9)) comparison for each polarization, where the average PSNR is around 18 dB. This table shows that the SNR of HV component is lowest in all types of aircraft, which degrades the accuracy for target area extraction. Furthermore, the detection accuracy with PWF also significantly degrades, compared with that ob- tained by the proposed method. This degradation is ascribed to the fact that the power of the target area is also suppressed through the decorrelating process in PWF method, and also this method does not consider the SNR imbalance in synthesizing the feature values. On the contrary, the proposed method provides most accurate target area extraction performance, compared with other all synthesizing methods. Figure 6 denotes the same evaluation in the case of the target rotating in azimuth direction as φ = 15
• . In this case, the proposed method also outperforms for all combination methods, and indicates a well-robustness for the target rotating situations.
Performance Evaluation for Classification
This subsection investigates the classification performance of the proposed method. At first, the power ratio variation of each polarization basis is investigated as follows. Figures 7 and 8 show the RGB synthesized SAR images (as |S HH |+2|S HV |+|S VV |) on LP basis at φ = 0
• and 30
• , respectively. As shown these figures, the RBG color balance for the same target area is considerably changed due to azimuth rotation angle difference, which possibly degrades the classification performance in the method [3] . On the contrary, Figs. 9 and 10 show the RGB synthesized SAR images (as |S LL | + 2|S LR | + |S RR |) on CP basis at φ = 0
• , respectively. These figures show that the RBG color balance in CP is apparently similar in terms of the target rotation. For more specific comparison, Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the power ratio comparison of different azimuth angles, Here, the power ratio is investigated and averaged in the red marked region in Fig. 5 , at φ = 0
• and 30 • , respectively. This comparison shows that, while the power ratio of each LP basis components considerably changes according to target rotation, that of CP basis components is almost invariant in this situation regardless of target types. It will contribute a beneficial effect on the classification performance, because our proposed method also evaluates the difference of the ratio of each component in the classification process.
Next, the target classification accuracies of the proposed method and other possible combinations are investigated as follows. The neuron size of the assumed SOM is set to 31 × 31 and the total number of training trials is set to T som = 30. The training data for each aircraft with φ = 0
• are used for generating the SOM, namely, the learning process. The unknown SAR images are investigated, where the rotating azimuth angle φ is varied for −30
• ≤ φ ≤ 30
• with the 2
• interval. In the angle compensating process, the reference image P bi ref (x, y, 0) is set to that obtained at B747 with φ = 0
• . Table 2 shows the probabilities of correct clas- sification for each method at the averaged PSNR = 32 dB, where no noise are added numerically to any SAR images. For each polarization basis, the feature value is employed as defined in Eq. (14). Here, the PSNR is averaged for all polarization and all targets. Table 3 summarizes the results in the case that the average PSNR is around 18 dB, where the white Gaussian noises are added numerically to the received signal for each polarization. For Table 3 , these probabilities are averages for five different cases with different noise patterns. As shown in these tables, the full polarimetric exploitation denoted as LP or CP basis is effective for improving the ATR performance in terms of correct classification probability. Especially, the average probabilities of correct classification by the proposed method achieves the highest one in those of all single polarization data or the LP based full polaritric exploitation. This is because the feature value consisting of CP basis component is basically invariant for target rotation, and contributes the correct target classification by suppressing the undesirable changes of the feature values due to the target rotation. It should be noted that the accuracy for classifying the B787 and A320 are not improved by using the proposed method, and is considerably lower compared with other target types in any data utilization. This is because there is a significant difference in SAR images between not rotating and rotating target case, which cannot be compensated by using only the image rotation of the training SAR image. It is considered that this difference depends on the target shape, where the multiple scattering effect may affect such image distortion. In addition, since the PSNRs of B787 and A320 are relatively lower than those of other targets as shown in Table 1 , it is considered that, in such case, the randomness of additive noise affects the recognition accuracy more significantly. Also, the recognition process in any approaches, the unknown image is forcibly classified into some one among 5 target types. These facts also might cause a slight accuracy degradation of the proposed method, compared with the accuracy obtained by LP based approach, and should be addressed in the future work. Furthermore, since it was confirmed that the SAR image with rotation angle φ > 30
• becomes considerably distorted and different from that with φ = 0
• , any feature vectors or recognition methods introduced in this paper could not achieve a correct recognition in such case. Consequently, we need more training data with different angle in order to expand the applicable range of rotation angles. 
Conclusion
This paper extended the SOM based former method [7] so as to exploit full polarimetric SAR images. As pre-processing for classification issue, this paper proposes the target area extraction method based on the PSNR weighted synthesis of full polarimetric SAR images to improve the robustness to additive random noise by considering the SNR imbalance among data. In addition, the former SOM based ATR method is appropriately extended to full polarimetric data to be suitable for target rotating situation, where the target rotating angle estimation and CP basis conversion are newly introduced. The experimental validations, assuming the 1/100-scale X-band SAR model, demonstrated that our proposed method achieved the highest accuracy in terms of target area extraction and correct target classification, even under conditions of lower PSNR and angular varying situations. It is considered that this method maintains its effectiveness in other target shapes, which have horizontally expanded structures, such as ships or vehicles. However, in the case of target with vertically expanded structure, such as building, the image variance due to layover effect becomes more severe in target rotating, which could not be accurately compensated even by using the proposed method. This difficulty should be addressed in our future work by incorporating the layover effect compensation.
